
 

 
Web Developer 

The Web Developer will be primarily responsible for participating in the planning, 
designing, developing, testing and maintaining web based applications. This position is to 
be located in our Gatineau office location. 

Duties and Responsibilities  
Under the supervision of the Director of Research and Development, the duties and 
responsibilities of the Web Developer include but are not limited to:  
Collaborating with other software developers, business analysts and software architects to plan, 
design, develop, test, and maintain web based applications built on various web technologies. 
Assisting in the collection and documentation of user's requirements, development of user stories, 
and estimates. 
Interacting with project stakeholders to develop storyboards and UX workflows/prototypes. 
Providing stylization and theming customizations. 
Ensuring cross-browser compatibility across a variety of supported browsers.  

Desired Skills & Experience 

Minimum Qualifications 
2 - 5 years of experience as a Web Developer  

College or University degree in Computer Science, Design, Electronic Media or a related discipline  

Core Competency Requirements 
Strong proficiency with web technologies such as: HTML5, CSS, JavaScript 
Proven experience with JavaScript frameworks such as jQuery, Knockout or Backbone  
Experience with developing for cross-browser compatibility 
Experience with UX design and prototyping 

Preferred Competency Requirements 
Previous experience working on an agile software development team 
Experience with the following: 

  Server-side web technologies including: ASP.NET MVC3+, PHP, AJAX 

  CMS including Orchard and DotNetNuke 

  Forum software such as YAF or PHPBB 

  General .NET Development. 

  Graphic design 
  Mobile site and application development 

  Design tools such as Expression Blend 

  Developing and consuming REST services 

About TekSavvy Solutions Inc. 
TekSavvy Solutions Inc. believes in doing the right thing. For our customers. For our business. For 
our employees. We do this by treating people the way we would want to be treated. Fairly. Honestly. 
With respect and consideration. 
 
From our phone offerings to our Internet services, we believe Canadians should enjoy great access, 
at a fair price. Without unfair restrictions and fees imposed by monopolies to benefit their bottom 
line. We believe that people are tired of the status quo where Internet access is controlled by a 
select few corporations. We believe that consumers shouldn’t have to feel that their only choice is 
the best of the worst. We believe that consumers want an alternative that advocates for their rights 
and earns their trust and their business. We are that alternative. 


